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Wood Dwarf (free) – View Details Description – Wild and free, forest elves protect their wooded lands using sneaky and deadly arrows from trees. They build their home in close co-or tinge with a forest so completely united that travelers often don't notice that they have entered the wood elf
community until it's too late. Racial skills: Elven Accuracy Ability Scores Wild Step Why choose this race: Wood dwarf is certainly not the best, but also not the worst by far. The wild step is unofficial, and Ability Scores at least offers some DEX. However, Elven Accuracy approves a good
1500 critical strike (at Cap level), which is a useful buff when you try to increase your critical opportunity. That's the only reason I can recommend this class to someone. Human (Free) – View Details Description – Of all civilized races, people are the most flexible and diverse. Human
settlements can be found almost anywhere, and human morals, customs and interests vary greatly. Racial abilities: versatile defensive skills results Why choose this race? While it is a versatile defense in itself, a rather weak bonus that has +3 on any ability to score your selection can be
quite powerful if used wisely. Fun fact! People are currently the only race that has 2 racial abilities instead of 3. This could be an error due to module 16 or PA WAI. Time will tell. Other Options (Recommended For Cosmetic Use Only) Sun Elf (Free) View Details Description – Solar trolls
have lived apart from events in the world for thousands of years. Even in their personal actions, they mimic the sheer nature of their society. They are slowly smiling, quickly squishing and always ready to show their superior skill and skill. Racial abilities: Internal calm ability Scores Sun Elf
Grace Midget (Free) – Viewing Details Description – Pulled from the walls of the universe, dwarfs have before winning their freedom to survive the age of listening to giants. Their mighty mountain fortress-towns testify to the power of their ancient empires. Even those living in human cities
are considered among the most fearless defenders against a darkness that threatens to engulf the world. Race abilities: Stand Your Ground Ability Scores Cast Iron Halfling (Free) – View Details Description – Halfings are a small race known for their resourcefulness, quick wits, and steady
nerves. They're nomadic people wandering the waterways and the swamp. No one travels farther or sees more of what's going on in the world than Halflings. Racial abilities: Nimble Reaction Ability Scores Bold Half Elf (Free) View Details Description – Descendants of trolls and human half
elves are a vital race in which the best features of elves and humans often appear. Drow – View Details Description – Drowsiness is a decadent race of dark elf, whose beauty and sophistication do not disguize the heart all too often lums into evil. The vast majority of dark dwarfs view their
behaviour and attitudes based on the worship of the chaotic evil goddess Lolth, also known Spider Queen. The drowning company is organized into houses. The leaders of the most powerful houses occupy the lead in the various cities of Underdark, an underground world under Faerun,
which the dark elves call home. Race Skills: Darkfire Ability Scores Trance Moon Elf (Premium Race) View Details Description – Lunar trolls roam in travel and exploration. Open to new experiences and honest by nature, lunar trolls often see them as worthy companions of the people they
meet on their travels. Race Abilities: Wanderlust Ability Scores Moon Elf Resilience Menzoberranzan Renegade (Premium Race) – View Details Description – Drowning from the city of Menzoberranzan are brought up in a world of lies and betrayal. The noble houses of these dark elf are in
constant conflict, vying for power and affection for their evil goddess, Lolth spider queen. Sometimes the tires of constant fighting are drowned out. Others see through the broken dogma of Lolth's path and are looking for a better way. There is no place in canteen society for such drowning,
and when they are discovered, they are branded as renegades, expelled from their houses and expelled from the city. Racial abilities: Faerie Fire Ability Scores Trance Ability Scores Ability Scores are a general measurement of the character's broadest abilities. In total, there are six results
of ability and contribute to different statistics about your character, depending on the class you play. First, you choose the results of your character creation skills, and it's important to correct it for the first time, as it costs Premium Currency (Zen) to reset the initial rolls in the future. Typically,
most classes focus only on 2 Ability Scores (or Attributes, as they are often called), as later, when you progress through a game, you receive only 2 points at once, each at level 10, 20, 40, 50, 70 and 80. Here are 6 Ability Scores: For rogue, there are a few different ways you can set your
abilities results. Personally, I recommend; Distribution preview Stat Lv 10 Lv 20 Lv 30 Lv 40 Lv 50 Lv 60 Lv 70 Lv 80 STR +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 ++1 +1 +1 1 CON +1 +1 DEX +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 INT +1 +1 – Power &amp; kontitution – Slightly more stalling to survive. – Strength &amp; Charisma – Focuses on faster cooling and gives a small amount of extra stats. – Contitution
&amp; Charisma – This can help you cap for Zariel if you are fighting for it. You can also mix and match any of these suggested results of building ability that is more suitable for your personal gameplay. Please note – when creating characters, you can no longer roll your skills in module 16.
I recommend that you try to get your +2 Points (from your racial abilities) into strength or dexterity if possible. But most importantly, power is. Stats (Stats) Stats play a big role in your injury score, and there will be some caution to offset if you really want to make the most out of them. One of
the main Players need to be aware of the Opposing Rolls. Basically, how they work is that there are some states that oppose or erote the potency and effectiveness of another state. Even enemies and players have these, also, enemies and players can counter and ignore each other. Stat
Description Opposing Accuracy Reduces Your Enemies' Opportunity to Repel Their Attacks. Deflection Deflection Increases the possibility that you will overripe a large amount of incoming damage. Precision Penetration armor Increases the percentage of defenses ignored in attacking the
enemy. The defense reduces the damage. Armor Penetration Critical Option Increases the chance that you will land a Critical Hit with an attack or treatment spells. Critical Avoidance Critical Avoidance Reduces the Chance That Your Enemy Will Land a Critical Hit Against You. A critical
combat opportunity advantage increases your injury when attacking the enemy from a favorable position. Awareness awareness reduces the damage of your enemy when it is attacked from the combat advantage. Combat Advantage Power Increases your damage and swollenness. N/A
Action Points (AP) increase the rate at which you get action points. The N/A charging speed increases how fast you encounter power. N/A Impact Companion Increases The State by sharing with the companion. N/A Critical Severity Bonus injury dealt with or healed on critical hit. N/A speed
increases how fast you run. It has no effect on the installed speed of movement. N/A Enemy Stats &amp; How They Work To put it simple, enemies have all the same types of stats that we do as players. It also means that they have the same opportunity to match the same stand as we
have, which means that if our stand is inferiocity or beneath theirs, our enemies can fairly easily ouste us. Enemies have a base of 18,000 – 40,000 armored penetration, precision, critical avoidance and awareness. These are called Low Grades. Enemies have a base of 68,000 – 90'000 on
Critical Strike, Combat Advantage, Defense and Deflection. These are called high grades. However, as long as ours stand above the enemy's low scores, we should see a return or benefit, even if it's a small amount to begin with. For example, if your critical sentence is even as low as
17'999, you will not see any return, as you will be the enemy fully negating with their 18'000 Critical Avoidance, but if you have a 20'000 Critical Strike, you will see a small return 2% critical option because your rating is higher than your enemy. Stat Caps &amp; Goals Armor Penetration
Caps at a total of 68,000 for Lair of the Mad Mage. This is the recommended hat for new players. Caps on a total of 80,000 for the Tower of the Mad Mage. Caps on a total of 85,000 for the Peglena Citadel. Caps on a total of 90,000 for Zariel's Challenge. Why is the penetration of armour
important? Punctuality caps on a total of 68,000 for Lair of the Mad Mage. This is the recommended hat for new players. Common hats 80,000 for Crazy Mag Tower. Caps on a total of 85,000 for the Peglena Citadel. Caps on a total of 90,000 for Zariel's Challenge. Why does punctuality
matter? Critical impact hat at 68,000 for Lair of the Mad Mage. This is the recommended hat for new players. Caps on a total of 80,000 for the Tower of the Mad Mage. Caps on a total of 85,000 for the Peglena Citadel. Caps on a total of 90,000 for Zariel's Challenge. Why is a critical strike
important? Combat Advantage Caps at a total of 118,000 for Lair of the Mad Mage. This is the recommended hat for new players. Hats at 130,000 for The Tower of Crazy Mag. Caps on a total of 135,000 for the Peglena Citadel. Caps on a total of 140,000 for Zariel's Challenge. Why does
the combat advantage matter? Power You must have at least 180'000 Power (before buffs) when entering all end pointing. However, Power does not have a cap and can be done gradually while closing other stats. Why does power matter? Defensive caps at 68,000 for Lair of the Mad
Mage. This is the recommended hat for new players. Caps on a total of 80,000 for the Tower of the Mad Mage. Caps on a total of 85,000 for the Peglena Citadel. Caps on a total of 90,000 for Zariel's Challenge. Why does defense matter? Hit Points Caps at a total of 250,000 for Lair of the
Mad Mage. This is the recommended hat for new players. Caps on a total of 330,000 for the Tower of the Mad Mage. Caps on a total of 330,000 for the Peglena Citadel. Caps on a total of 500,000 for Zariel's Challenge. Why Are Hit Points Important? All Stats – Just for example /Preview
(Not my actual stats, don't worry) The Powers are what you use to attack/deal damage, or to buff your attacking power/gameplay. There are also different types of power, with different mechanics. Basic Mechanics/Terminology Before we get into difficult power details, I should probably
explain the main functions and mechanics of how our powers work and are measured in the game. Most feel straight forward, but for a new or returning player it could be confusing. The radius of the Term function refers to the distance to which the effect power range will be extended.
Range Range refers to the distance at which your powers can be used against the enemy. Cast Cast measures the time it takes for a certain power to actually aneme through. Cooldown Cooldown refers to the time it takes to run power to recharge before it can be re-delivered. Magnitude
Measurement measures the potency of how strong the power is, or will strike for compared to other powers. The Use Effect Application Effect refers to when the power grant bonus affects. Duration Duration indicates how long the bonus takes before the time-canceled. Stealthed Stealth
makes your character invisible to enemies, even approving Combat Advantage. Paragon Paths I recommend choosing the path of assassin Paragon. Paragon paths are power groups and subparagraphs that can be used to customize the construction of your character. If you find
Whisperknife. will be more to your taste, then please note this powers set-up is not for you then. There is a whisperknife build you can watch here at MmoMinds. At-Will Powers At-Will Powers serves as a basic attack for each class. They consist of cooling, but significantly lower damage
compared to the power of Encounter or Daily. You can only cut the slot 2 at a time. I recommend cutting; Encounter Powers Encounter Powers serve as stronger, main attacks for each class. They are generally used in situations that require more than a basic attack, and have cools that
range anywhere from 9 – 20+ seconds. From module 16 you can not (easily) reduce these cools. You can cut up to 3 Encounter Powers at once. I recommend cutting; Daily Powers Daily Power (also known as Dailies) works the same as Encounter powers, but they need action points
before they can be activated. Some Dailies may well have a cooler, although at the moment I don't know of any about Rogue. You may have two daily powers slots at once. Review Icon Name Magnitude Cast Cooldown Type of Attack Type Duelist's Flurry 25 0.15 Seconds N/A Available
Single Target Radiation Cut 110 1.1 Seconds N/A On-Will Single Target Sly Blooms 30 0.0.1 Seconds 26 Seconds N/A At-A Single Target Lashing Blade 550 1 Second 11.1 Seconds Encounter Single Target Deft Strike 540 0.9 Seconds 13 Seconds Encounter Single Targetate 650 0.95
Second 2 13.9 Seconds Encounter Single Target Blade Flurry 220 0.45 Seconds 11.1 Seconds Encounter Area of Path of The Blade 330 0.8 Seconds 15.3 Seconds Encounter Area Effect Shocking Execution 1700 1.5 Seconds 1000 Action Points Daily Single Target Bloodbath 1400 0.25
Seconds 1000 Action Points Daily Area of Effect Class Features A Class Feature is a passive ability to allocate special bonuses marked to its descriptions. They are unique in that they do not require player activation. Some class features offer a powder party, while others offer additional
mechanics for gaming powers. You can cut 2 class functions at the same time. Feats Feats are a sign of a passive bonus that slowly unlocks two options at levels of 41, 50, 59, 68 and 77. At each level, you can select only 1 of 2 subparagraphs. Of module 16, there are only 2 lines of pass.
Unfortunately, the saboteur, rat and executive path no longer exist. Review Icon Name Effect Trigger Feat Tip Tactics Increases your action point Gain by 10% N/A Class Feature Fortitude Theme When you have a combat advantage, your power deal an additional 20 maginitude damage to
the target. Combat Advantage Class Feature Toxic Blades Encounter/Daily Attacks Apply A DoT Encounter/Daily Powers Paragon Feat Master of Shadows Stealth Drains/Regenerates 50% Faster N/A Paragon Feat Duelist's Expertise +0.5% Damage Per Second, 15 Stacks Max. 16. Stack
Grants Master Duelist. Master Duelist Grants 15% Damage For 10 Seconds All Attacks Paragon Feat Back Alley Tactics Deal Up to 10% Damage Based You've got a little ap. Low Action Points Paragon Feat Shadow's Flurry Attacks Have A 5% Chance To Spawn Shadowy Figure That
Uses The Final Combo Of Duelist's Flurry All Attacks Paragon Feat Rotations (Single Target) I prefer struck with Deft Strike without concealment. Stealth does not increase the potency (magnitude), and is even likely to accidentally target a teammate and not your enemy, so it's best to avoid
a retard when it comes to Deft Strike. I like to follow Deft Strike with Assassinate without sneaking. If you use it directly after Deft Strike, you are behind the enemy, and when you use Assassinate from behind your targets, this deals with 25% Harm Bonus. When I use Stealth, I use it with the
Lashing Blade. The reason I'm waiting to use Stealth with this is because Stealth causes this attack with an additional 50% critical severity. In addition, by waiting for those extra seconds, your client (and self) has had time to buff up and can make your attack much stronger than your first.
When it comes to At-Wills, use them to fill the time when you are waiting to fill meetings and dailies. I prefer just Spam Duelist's Flurry, but Gloaming Cut hits nicely as well. I also like Stealth, Duelist's Flurry, then Lashing Blade. It's a good, powerful combination. For Daily Powers use
Bloodbath for multiple enemies if you really need to and shocking executions for one target. However, try to save your Daily Powers only for bosses. After that it's kind of just rinse and repeat. Just remember Stealth on Lashing Blade only and never on Deft Strike or Assassinate. Of course,
pop your Artefacts and Mount Combat Powers just before many crowded attacks. Most bonuses only last 10-12 seconds, so try making the most of those small moments with big buffs. For solo/questing, I found Blade Flurry and Pot Blades that had power house encounters. I like to use
Path of the Bldes &gt; Stealth &gt; Blade Flurry &gt; Blade Flurry, and if there's anything else after that, I just use Assassinate to finish it. We can use that for the jails. When I'm running Zariel, I'd replace Deft Strike with the Evil Reminder. Boons Boons are a bonus buff assigned to your
character, which is generally earned through campaign completions. There are exceptions to this, such as Stronghold Boons and PvP Boons. Stronghold Boons will be posted at the bottom; PvP Boons are irrelevant to the guide. Our main Boons campaign challenge is to earn with violets. It
doesn't matter which campaign you start with first, you still have to get your way up level level regardless. It slightly makes boons more pain to really max out, but achieving Tier 5 Boons is more rewarding. So here are my main suggestions. Anything listed as Optional, choose based on your
own needs and what kind of state you might need to do, or vice versa. Boons are designed to further compliment your stats, so most of them will Optional. If you're not sure which state you need, go back to the Stats tab. My personal boon Set up will also be listed at the bottom of this page.
Master Boons – Select One Useful Boons Icon Description Ranks Blood Lust Rank 1: Reduces goal awareness by 500 hinge for 10 seconds. Rank 2: Make an additional attack equal to 120% of your weapon damage plus 10% in rank. Rank 3: Increase the operating point by .5% to rank by
10 seconds. 3 Useful Boons Icon Description Sort Severe Criticism Increases critical seriousness by 1% per rank. 4 Call of Power Increases Action Point Gain by 1% per rank. 4 A quick turnaround increases the recovery profit by 1 % per rank. 4 Useful Boons Icon Description Ranks
Capture training increases power by 250 per rank. 5 Precision increases accuracy by 250 per rank. 5 Necrotic Bulwark Increases Hit Points by 1000 Per Rank. 5 Necrotic Mastery Increases resistance to injury and injury compared to the undead by 1% in rank. 5 Useful Boons Icon
Description Ranks Knight's Training Increases Power by 250 Per Rank. 5 The combat advantage increases the combat advantage by 250 in rank. 5 Dino Bulwark Increases Hit Points by 1000 Per Rank. 5 Dino Power Increases resistance to dinosaur injuries and injuries by 1% in rank. 5
Simple support increases the influence of the companion by 2% on the rank. 5 Useful Boons Icon Description Ranks Squire's Training Increases Power by 250 Per Cent. 5 Penetration of armor increases the penetration of the armor by 250 per rank. 5 Demonic Bulwark Increases Hit Points
by 1000 per rank. 5 Demonic masterful injury and resistance to demons by 1% in rank. 5 Marathon runner increases the speed of movement by 2.5% to the rank. 5 Useful Boons Icon Description Sort Training Recruitment increases power by 250 per rank. 5 Critical strike increases critical
strike by 250 in rank. 5 Cultist Bulwark Increases Hit Points by 1000 Per Rank. 5 The power of the cultist increases resistance to injury and injury compared to cultists by 1% in rank. 5 Stronghold Boons Stronghold Boons are determined by the level of your overtaking, the boon structures
you have selected, and the rank of these structures. If you want to know the details of your personal guilds, I suggest you talk to the head of the guild, as it varies from guild to guild. You can only select one Offence, Defense and Utility Boon at a time, but you can switch between them
without a token for retraining. Do you need czechs and play on the computer? Join mine, Chronic Legion. Max Raven/ Boons. We founded neverwinter beta in April 2013, and have never been anything less than active since then! Boons of Interest Gear With the introduction of Module 16
and the new Level Cap, we've seen a massive amount of once-famous gear become missed. This therefore raises a lot of questions about what equipment we should use at the end. To be honest, I still have these questions to graduate, but I'm always trying to find the best of the best for
not only you, but myself. more the guides do not cover the tools to be used as a springboard against the final facts or how to obtain it. However, I try to always incorporate this, as I believe it helps a much wider audience than just the final viewers, and even helps to promote future end-of-life
audiences. I hope it will prove useful! Full Gear Set For Beginners When you reach level 70, you will unlock the quest, which you can pick up in Protectors Enclave, on the table behind Sergeant Knox. This quest is called an Important Invitation. It is very simple and takes less than 5 minutes
to complete, and will assign you all the following gears/glasses (stand not listed): Icon Name Slot Enchantment Undermountain Mask Head Azure Enchantment, Rank 8 Undermountain Vest Armor Radiant Enchantment, Rank 8 Undermountain Gloves Arms Dark Enchantment, Rank 8
Undermountain Dagger Main Hand Azure Enchantment, Rank 8 Undermountain Stiletto Offhand Dark Enchantment, Rank 8 Undermountain Boots Feet Radiant Enchantment, Rank 8 Undermountain Neck Necklace Dark Enchantment, Rank 8 Undermountain Ring of Light Ring Azure
&amp; Dark Enchantment, Rank 8 Undermountain Ring of Dark Ring Radiant &amp; Dark Enchantment, Rank 8 Undermoun Sash Waist Azure Enchantment, Rank 8 Undermountain Shirt Shirt Dark Enchantment, Rank 1 8 Undermountain Pants Pantousers Radiant Enchantment, Rank 8
Broken Mirror Secondary Artefact N/A Bad Luck Charm Secondary Artefact N/A Tarnished Locket Secondary Artefact N/A Silver Link of the Companion Companion Only No Runestone Harness Loops of the Companion Only Companion No Runestone Mountain Tags of Companion
Companion Only No Runestone Gear for Endgame Stepping Stones These are some suggestions for gear-shifting to help you move towards the end. Method Basic requirements How to link random queues • Level 12+ Hit (K) to start. Spend the 1990s in the 1980s and 1980s in The
Protector enclave. Infernal Forged Armor Master Expeditions • Levil 80 • Undermountain Completion Join other players for ME running. On these runs, you have the opportunity to drop the epic equipment from the bosses. You can also trigger these yourself after the campaign has been
concluded. Antiques undermountain Zok NPC Undermountain Completion Zok is located in a beehable portal under the stairs. Runic Etchings can be mistaken for the breasts of lost adventurers. Runic Etchings are earned from Master Expeditions. N/A Fury Bel Bel Intro Quests Complete
By participating in White Rage, you can earn a lot of currency to exchange with Juma for Juma bags. These bags have many options for the Epic 1225 Item Level gear. How to Run Bel Avernus Maps The Path of the Fallen Unlocked It's Relatively Easy to Collect and Farm Treasure Maps
Across Avernus. Legion Guard weapons additionally have a high drop speed and make excellent medium weapons games. Map Guide Endgame Gear changes Changes are bonuses that are manually added to your gear. They mostly come in the form of armad kits. Artifact weapons do not
come with automatic modifications that can be modified or upgraded with Astral Diamonds and/or Cube increases. Type icons Slots(s) Top Choice How to Acquire/Unlock Armor Kit Head, Armor, Arms &amp; Legs Major Power Armor Kit +1 Trades/Auction House Jewel Neck, Waist &amp;
Ring Major Combat Advantage Jewel +1 Profess/Auction House Modification Artefact Weapon (Main Hand) Exhanced Duelist's Expertise Cubes of Augmentations Modification (1) Art Power Cubes Augmentations Modification (2) Artefact Weapon (Offhand) Critical Severity Cubes of
Augmentations Enchantments Disclaimer : Please read the Stats tab before investing into any of Enchantments listed below. Enchantments are a magic stone that you use to award extra stats and effects to your equipment/character. Standard equipment and equipment are available with
enchantment slot of type Enchantment Enchantment Enchantment Enchantment Enchantment Enchantment Enchantment Enchantment Enchantment. In fact, I'm going to break down what I recommend work and work for. Enchantments are there to help support their stats and build them.
Make a smart choice. Should you upgrade or buy Enchantments? It's not a bad idea to upgrade your own ideas; depending on the glasses and the rank, you can save money, or you can turn the money. It's always important to do your research to estimate the actual cost of upgrading
compared to buying an already upgraded version of your glasses. Tip : I have already created a table for improvements for glasses. Click here to view it. Beginner Choices &amp; Why Early on, expect you to have some difficulty in achieving your Stat Caps. While most of your stats will
come from your Companion and your Tool, Enchantments can also be a great incentive, any stats you need make up. Choose what helps you best; not only what I personally choose to use. Don't be sure to use dual/Triple Stat Enchantments temporarily if it means helping you achieve your
current stat goals. Tip : You can easily replace the viciousness of the same types among fellow players in Protector's Enclave. Endgame Choices &amp; Why At Endgame, you will want to stack lots and great power. Because of this, you will want to throw away all your Enchantment slots in
power. For this reason, it is crucial to focus only on the radiant end-end glasses for all the slots available. Offense Enchantments It is not difficult to reach the starting caps, so I always recommend players to start with the relying set will be used for endgame and upgrade the right from the
get-go; saves time, resources and Astral Diamonds in the long run. The Iconic Enchantment Recommended Slot Main Stat Secondary Stat Secondary Stat Radiant Offense Power N/A N/A Tenebrous (x1) Offence Tooltip N/A N/A Defense Enchantments Defense-stats will help you stay
alive. Although the defense isn't nearly as important as The Offense, it's still important to be careful what will benefit you the most. The main defensive stand you want to build will be and/or Defense. The iconic Enchantment Recommended Slot Main Stat Secondary Stat Secondary Stat
Radiant Defense Hit Points N/A N/A Brutal Defense N/A Defense Hit Points Cling glasses only pop up on the armored gear type (chest piece) at level 60 in some cases, but generally at level 70. You can only have 1 equipped; Barkshield has to have it because you work for harder, more
challenging content in the game. Iconic Enchantment Active Bonus Barkshield Every 6 seconds your armor receives a charge of Bolstered Bark up to a maximum of 4 charges. Whenever someone tries to hurt you, one charge is against Bolstered Bark. The glasses on the arms of the Arms
glasses are the only glasses that I would say are very black and white, without much freedom of choice and choice. Most are very similar, but I noticed Bilethorn and Vorpal seem to stand out. Most players currently agree with this statement. The iconic Enchantment Active Bonus Vorpal
Your At-Will, Encounter and Daily Powers deal (x)% bonus damage like Arcane Damage, and have its critical severity increased by 35%. Bilethorn Your Powers deal 5% damage bonus as a posion. The target enemy injures a magnitude 40 weapon after 4 seconds. The artifacts changed a
lot during Module 16, but their primary function really hasn't changed, which is good. Artifacts exist for 3 main reasons: You will need 1 Artefact to complete your Artefact Set Bonus. You will need 1 Artefact with good Artefact Power to increase your damage during the fight. You will need 2-3
Artefacts with useful statistics to compliment your existing statistics. Also for Enchantments, I always encourage players to choose the Artefacts that best suit what are currently available. Basically, whatever the best compliments your character currently levels of progress within the game.
However, it is important not to upgrade anything temporarily past the Epic (Purple) Quality Level, since you lose 60% regardless of the improvement points you invest in Artefacts. Below, I'll list Artefacts stakeholders, however, I would wait at least until mid-May before upgrading anything
past Epic, unless I specify otherwise, since many features are still fiddled by developers and are subject to change without warning. Primary Artifacts vs Secondary Artifacts You can only have one primary artifact equipped at a time. Your primary artifact is the Artifact you choose to use in
Combat. It is wise to choose Artefact Power that will benefit and compliment the needs of your character. This should be an artifact that you prioritize upgrading and investing in first. Secondary artifacts are simply artifacts that are either equipped only for the state they offer, or to complete
the Artefact Set you are already equipped for your character. Besides, they don't serve any specific function or mechanic. Upgrade Artefacts – Things you should know Artefacts, similar to that companions &amp; mounts, come different species; Rare, rare, epic, legendary and mythical.
They generally start with occasional, rare or epic, and need to be further upgraded with training points. When you file refine points in an artifact, you don't expect to be able to rejuvene all your refine points back if you decide to turn off the artifact. You will receive a score of 30-40% of the
refinement points, depending on the current rank of the artifact. Some artifacts can not be perfected, such as the Class of Sigils. Remember that you only need 4 of the artifacts listed below. Refusing to be responsibilities : I did not include Journals despite being The Best In Slot, as they are
currently unable to acquire new players. Artifacts Iconic Artefact Purpose For Staff Flowers Primarily Provides a large debuff/buff, recommended use before large flurries of heavy attacks. Wyvern-Venom Coated Knives Primary/Secondary Provides a strong debuff, usually good for use in
Zariel. Halaster's Blased Scepter Secondary Offers HP and Power Erratic Drift Ball Secondary Offers HP and Power Trobriand's Ring Secondary Offerings Power and Defense Book of Vile Darkness Secondary Gives Power &amp; Required for Artefact Set Bonus. Arcturia's Music Box
Secondary offers power, ArmPen, CA. Not the best, but not the worst. The escorts received a huge re-work in module 16. All active bonuses have been adjusted or modified and the entire companion window has been rede designed. Regardless, there's a lot to be covered in this tab and I
hope I'll do it right. Bonding Runestones Your companion window will allow you to equip up to 3 Bonding Runestones. Bonding Runestones are extremely important because they grant you a large percentage of your companion's stats. In the higher ranks of Bonding Runestones, they will
multiply your companion stats for you, which is a great buff for your character. Accompanying equipment Your companion can have up to 3 pieces of equipment equipped. The gear can be any type – sword, necklace, ring, belt, name. However, the equipment must only be determined by
the attendant, which means that it is impossible to equip anywhere except your companion. The cutting-edge strategy for farming the best accompanying equipment is through expeditions in Undermountain (and Stardock). When completing various training expeditions, always aim to
acquire 9 Magic Runes (3 On the Map, 3 Maps Total). This should give you the best and slot companion gear. In addition, when you finish Stardock (Part 2 undermountain), you will receive Yrlakka's Family Jewelry Box, which allows you to select the Companion Gear Item of your choice!
Runestones Runestones are essentially the equivalent of your character's enchantment, but they are designed specifically and only for your companion's equipment. So you can only equip the Runestones in Companion Gear only. Personally, I always recommend players to start with The
Runestones from the start, but understandably you may need others to help achieve caps early. Here is a list of the main Runestones can be considered; Iconic Name OffenceStat Defense Stat Enigmatic Runestone Combat Advantage Critical Avoidance Arcane Runestone Armor
Penetration Deflection Profane Runestone Critical Strike Defense Empowered Runestone Power Hit Points Recondite Runestone Accuracy Augmentation There are different types of companions, but there is a certain type named as Augment. Augment Companions offer an increase effect,
which means they assign you an extra percentage of your stats to your character at the top of Bonding Runestones. They don't attack or harm themselves. Various augments give slightly higher stats at 2 stats; So deciding on Augment can take some thought. Early on, I'd like you to get
something cheap, like the Black IceStone; but at the end I main 2 Augments I suggest are Bulette or Quasit. Companion Powers (Offensive, Defensive, Utility) Currently in the game, escorts offer a variety of active bonuses that are used for your character. There are different types – Attack,
defense and utility. Each player has 5 slots together so we can put our followers active bonuses in. Some active bonuses can even be cut into more than 1 type of slot. In addition, we have a slot for Companion Enhancements, which are only minor buffers that are available for use with our
characters. Our slots go as follows: 3 Offensive Slots 1 Defensive Slot 1 Utility Slot 1 Companion Enhancement Slot Overall, 6 slots are available. Bolster Values Bolster Values influence the attack and power of your contri as a companion based on the quality of same-sex escorts you have
in the companion inventory. (By the companion inventory, I mean the window Call up the companion, just to explain). There are 5 types of companions: Fighters Creatures Invokers Mystical Beast Higher quality and quantity you have a certain type, Increase the village's Bolster Value, up to
a maximum of 15%: Non-cash donation for quality 1.5% Bolster Rare Quality grants 2% Bolster Epic Quality grants 2.5% Bolster Legendary Quality grants 3% Bolster Companions of Interest Finally we're at the part of the guide where I listed the companions of interest for Module 16 based
on the bonuses offer. Several of them offer large amounts of stats, and as I have said all the time in this guide; Choose what compliments your stats best. It's all about finding balance, and there's no right or wrong way to do it. Also note, escort bonuses become stronger higher quality than
they are. Therefore, note that when the companion shows less stat, compared to another – this is just the difference in the basic quality of this companion. I'll list the escorts that I personally use, but please note that once you start the game, consider choosing a companion who will

compliment your basic statistics until you start to achieve higher than stat caps. Icon Name Type Minimum Rank Statistics Type Deepcrow Slamming Creature Epic Power Offense Minstrel Fighter Occasional Power/Awareness Defense Ghost Invoker Rare Power/Critical Strike
Offence/Utility Mercenary Invoker Total Power/Combat Advantage Offense Tame Velociraptor Beasts Occasionally You and All Commitments with Tame Velociraptor Gain +1500 Power. Heaps five times. Just for fun. Offence Alpha Compy Invoker Epic +5% Power Utility Mounts Mounts are
intent on helping us – and mostly helps us by getting to our destination faster than we would on foot. In Neverwinter, beams are also designed to help by fighting either by placing additional tripods, or by attack/buff power, to be used during a live struggle. For this reason, choosing a volume
to purchase must be a sensitive choice based on what you need and want for your character. In addition, Neverwinter is unique in that it encourages you to become creative with the installation bracket. When you obtain a bonus from the carrier, it is acquired as an independent buffet, which
is relieved of the host carrier itself. This allows you to mix and match bonuses, speed, power and visual data to your personal taste without the need to sacrifice certain aspects of one carrier for the sake of another. Mount Speed Mounts have 4 different speed levels, each can be
unlocked/retried with a bracket of appropriate quality, and when unlocked/retried, it can then be used with any bracket. For example, you can buy epc Quality Mount, which approves 110% Speed, equip speed bonus and choose to run an Unusual Quality Mount at 110% Speed instead of
50%. You can also use the Mount Speed boon from your Guild to increase the speed mount anywhere from 3 – 30%. Quality Title Speed % Common Quality Total tack 50% Occasional Quality Common Tack 50% Rare Quality Exceptional Tack 80% Epic Wind Quality Speed 110%
Legendary Quality Legendary Movement 140% Equip Powers As said in the introduction, many carriers offer you additional statics. Now, it is necessary to think that only Epic &amp; Legendary promoters offer these additional extras called Equip Powers. Not all Equip Powers assign
statistics because some act more like a mechanic or bonus rather than a hard stat. I usually recommend hard stat bonuses though, and as always, I also recommend that you choose stat(s) that balance your total best-10'000 Power bonuses are the best to choose though.. I recommend
checking the Rainer table of mounts games, and which bracket offers what bonus. I also recommend that you get a bracket that offers any stat that you fight most to the perfect lid. Click here for Rainer's Spreadsheet. Combat Powers Legendary Mounts approve an attack or buff power that
can be cast during a live fight. These are called Combat Powers and have 1 minute cooling down. At the moment there is not much choice for the best in the slot options. There are only 2 that I would suggest for any player, new or veteran, and that is; Swarm current fighting power, Bat
Swarm, is currently the best Slot. However, the bracket itself does not deliver very good power to Equip Power. Tenser's floating disk is, in my opinion, a reliable option. It offers valuable Equip Power, and it's Combat Power, Tenser's Transformation, is still a legitimate option, even if it's the
inferiority of Bat Swarm. You get your Astral Diamante worthy with this stretcher. Insignias Insignia is more or less like using Runestones on your Companion, or Enchantments for your equipment – just instead using Insignia's on your mounts. Carriers, such as equipment and escorts, also
come with preset slots. Depending on the quality of the carrier you may or may not have free for all slots called Universal Slots. These are the preset slots you'll see in the game: illuminated barbed illuminated polemestra Regal Universal (Any type can be slots) Each Insignia also grants your
character a certain amount of stat at this allister-level quality insignia: Insignia Of Main Stat Secondary Stat(i) Aggressive Armor Penetration Critical Courage Strike Defense Critical Avoidance Avoidance Power Compan Influence Evasion Deflection Awareness Mastery Control Accuracy
Bonus Prosperity Hit Points Glory/ Gold Gain Utočiste Critical Exures Control To Deflect Skill Critical Strike Combat Advantage Gond Hit Points Combat Advantage Fortitude Hit Points Defense Initiative Critical Strike Deflection Brutality Power Armor Penetration Upgrading Insignias Cherce i
River insignias Is Always Getting How It Is, i to get cleaned up on epic insignia. Epic Insignia can be upgraded to Legendary Insignia, and is actually currently the only way to acquire the legendary Insignia in addition to buying/trading. It is very easy to upgrade, and does not require any
Retention Wards as it has a 100% upgrade option. However, Insignia Powder is obtained from Refining Insignias. Insignia Bonuses Insignias are unique compared to other magic stones, as they are the only magic stone in the game that grants Set Bonus. If you mix the right set of insignias
together (depending on the type, not the stat), you will receive a bonus to help you through your adventures. Some have offensive abilities that will increase your damage, others are party buffs who help teammates collectively, and then they are rare, they grant a grinding bonus for things
like Refinement Points or Astral Diamonds. At the moment, most of them kind of suck. I'll still be on the list of some bonuses to be considered as there are some decent. Bonus slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Description Artificial check illuminated barbed barbs when using artifact, reduce cooling.
Gladiator's Guile Illuminated Regal Illuminated Move Faster When Your Endurance Is High. Assassin's Covenator Regal Enlightened reduced defensive stats, increased offensive numbers. Calvary's Warning Crescent Barbed Enlightened When using Mount Combat Power, you receive
buffers for all reviews. Bonus slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Description Fortune Illuminated Crescent Regal Defeat the enemy has a chance to fall to complement the points. Traveler's treasures Enlightened Enlightened Defeat of the enemy has the opportunity to fall coarse astral diamonds. Bonus
Slot 1 Slot 2 Slot 3 Description Survivor's Gift Crescent Barbed Defeat of the Enemy has a chance to drop the complementary points. The surviving blessing of the enlightened half-sword, when you're moving away, take the cure over time. Barbarian's Revelry Crescent Barbed N/A When
you Crit, receive a Heal Over Time. Knight's Rebuke Crescent Crescent Regal Receiving Combat Advantage Injury Results in Medication Over Time. Reprieve Crescent Illuminated illuminated stunned, knocked or rooted results in sering. Reprieve Crescent Illuminated illuminated stunned,
knocked or rooted results in sering. I know they already have guides up and around to reach Zariel Caps, but as someone who doesn't have the various 1010 Element Level Companion equipment available, neither lionguard gear, nor Triceratops, or any of these feels the necessary things
across these lines; A lot of people ask me how I managed to get to the zariel. So here are some screenshots of everything I use to the point of reaching Zariel Caps; Abdiation: Obviously there are more effective ways to cap for Zariel, but this is a somewhat cost-effective way to cap.
Gear/Artefacts Preview Stats Preview (Without Full Buffs) Ability Scores Enchantments Powers Feats Boons Boons Minimum Required Food Buffs Belt Slot Complete Companion Set-Up Mount Set-Up Insignias (Well, I didn't focus much on bonuses) There's a lot of useful websites, guides
and information out that I would encourage everyone to advantage of. I know for myself, a lot of these resources really help me with testing, sharing information, sharing ideas and learning everything about the game. Enjoy! My YouTube – I often upload fun, creative and useful content, so
be sure to check it out! Neverwinter Reddit – A good place to find information and ask questions. Just not /r/Whooooosh Neverwinter Forums – A really great place to ask questions to suggestions, search guilds or alliances, leave feedback, and more. Neverwinter News – Stay in know-how
by checking Neverwinter news regularly. Neverwinter Wiki – Basically the Neverwinter version of Wikipedia. Everything you need is there. Neverwinter Character Transfer – Allows you to transfer copies of characters from the live server to the preview server. Neverwinter Calculator – A
great way to quickly share replicate and adjust power for your class with others – its easy and easy to use. Rainer's M19 Spreadsheet – I refer to it often. Advanced Combat Tracker – A good program to help you record and test your injuries and buffers. Chronic Legion – Need Czechs?
Come see mine, I've been running it for years! Related by Josh on April 30, 2019 This website uses cookies to improve your We assume that's okay for you, but you can get out if you want. Accept Read MorePrivacy & Cookies Policy Policy
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